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Mishpatim 5777- TROPical Delight 
 

 In this week’s parsha we learn about the 

Mitzva of helping a fellow Jew financially, by 

way of extending him a loan. As the passuk says 

“Im kesef talveh es ami” - “When you lend 

money to My nation” (Shemos, 22:24). Parting 

with one’s money, be it in the form of tzedakah-

charity- or halva’ah-loan- is no easy feat. 

Natural tendency is to want to hold on to it, 

especially if it is the hard-earned variety. This 

being the case, perhaps we can suggest that the 

Torah helps us out by giving us some undercover 

tips found in the trop-cantillation on these words. 

Right off the bat, there is a pesik-a vertical line-  
 between the word kesef and talveh. This line demands that the reader of the words pauses ׀

before continuing, disconnecting the flow of the tune. The message is simple and clear. To 

part with one’s money, one must apply a disconnect between kesef and the tav of talveh. 

The tav prefix to a verb stem describes the person to which the verb is referring. By placing 

a pesik between kesef & talveh the Torah is giving us a wonderful piece of advice. 

DISCONNECT THE PERSON FROM THE MONEY! It’s not really our money, we are 

(just) Hashem’s bank managers. Don’t let the fact that we are not sitting behind a desk in 

a comfy executive chair, with a filing cabinet in one corner and a potted plant in another, 

fool us. At least 10% of one’s money (the official amount of a tithe) is not ours.  

 [The Hebrew word for a wealthy person is עשיר, which has the numerical value of 

580. Now, deduct 10% (which is 58), and we are left with 522. That is a real עשיר, one 

who recognizes that his “580” is in truth just “522”. What though, is the significance of 

522? Well, it’s the number that separates the men from the boys. You see, 541 = ישראל. 

) The difference is 522 .19 = גוי יעקב דף קפ"ה נאות - courtesy of Otzar Hachochmah). 

That is the difference between Jewish philosophy and the rest of the world’s. We are all 

philanthropic, however, whilst others give of what they believe is theirs, we give in the 

belief it wasn’t ours to begin with.  

 After the Mabul, when the dove was sent by Noach to reconnoiter the planet, she 

came back with an - ה זיתעל  an olive leaf. Chazal (Sanhedrin 108b) tell us that the dove 

exclaimed to Hashem “I would rather receive a bitter olive leaf directly from You, than 

sweet charity and hand-outs from flesh and blood (humans).” It is most interesting that 

 too, has the numerical value of 522. The dove was contrasting the 522 she had ,עלה זית

received from her Creator against the 522 that represents a charitable human] 

 Now let us look at the trop under the words י ֶסף ׀ ַּתְלֶוֶ֣ה ֶאת־ַעִּמִ֗  We find a .ִאם־ֶּכֶ֣

Munach Munach Revi’i sequence. Munach means rest or relief, and revi’i means four. The 

message here might be as follows: At the end of the first bracha of Shemona Esrai (which 



began with the mention of all three Patriarchs) we only mention Avraham (מגן אברהם). 

Why? The holy Kotzker explains: We know the three Avos represent the three pillars that 

prop up this world; Torah, Avodah (prayer), & Chesed (kindness/charity). Avraham 

corresponds with Chesed, Yitzchak with Avodah, and Yaakov with Torah. Near the end of 

that first bracha we have beseeched Hashem for relief from this exile. Says the Kotzker, 

only one pillar can and will drag us out of this Galus and bring the Redemption, and that 

is Chesed. Since Redemption has become the motif of the bracha which needs a heavy 

dollop of Chesed, we emphasize that theme by invoking the Patriarch Avraham, the 

paragon and representative of Chesed. 

 Says the Torah, Yiddelach, if you surely want a relief -Munach Munach- from this 

exile, the fourth -Revi’i - and final exile in our history, then be charitable. Give of yourself 

and of your money - עמי!!אם כסף תלוה את   

 Now, that’s an incentive to loosen the purse-strings, if I’ve ever heard one. 
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